Dear parents,

30th July 2020

As the holiday approaches, we are able to give everyone some good news from our
branch students. Our students have received a number of awards for their outstanding
performance at this year’s USAP Competition in the Southern District of China.

We are very proud of our fifth and sixth grade students. Although they are young they
still took part in the junior high school competitions and have achieved great results. We are
extremely happy with their performance. Congratulations once again to these fine students.
First Team Students:
P5：Hayul Kim、Wang Wenxuan
P6：Fang Yuanxin、Shi Yuming、 Xie Dachen、Chen Minghan、SON JISOO
Y7：Wen Yixin

Second Team Students:
P6：Nguyen Bruce、Leng Payen、Chen Yining、Yuan Jusheng、Chen Guohong、
Liu Yibing。
Do you still recall Chen Yining from the second team? In the Beijing Foreign Language
College national “Reading Star” Competition last year, he won first place in the Shenzhen
division and entered the national top ten.
Once again, we would like to praise all those who took part in the USAP China
Competition. Congratulations to the three students who participated in the individual
competition. They are Zhang Ruohai from P5, Chen Zhiyan from P6 and Peng Qingqing
from Y7. We know that each time when we put ourselves out there, we are learning and
building experience for greater success in the future.
High-quality bilingual education is a hallmark of the Funful Bilingual School and our
ability to stand out in the South China competitions is a validation of the school’s English
curriculum system.
As we all know, students in the upper primary levels of Funful have already reached the
capacity of junior high students at other schools. In recent years, we have had many former
students register directly at public schools. They are always very grateful to their alma mater
for the strong and solid academic foundation, confidence and bright character that the
school has established in them. These characteristics were well laid by both parents and
teachers.
Beginning in P5, the school will hand over semester results for Hong Kong children to
the Hong Kong Education Bureau. At the end of P6, Hong Kong schools will work with
students in the first year of middle school based on these results in the same way that local
Shenzhen school will for admission.
Whether students choose a public school in Shenzhen, an international school, a school
in Hong Kong or a school abroad, our coursework is seamlessly connected with other
schools which put parents at ease and allows children multiple options.
Furthermore, parents at Funful mentioned that our students have not only acquired
knowledge but have also built good characters, helping them to grow without any
psychological issues. This is unmatched by other schools. We are very moved and thankful
to parents for their recognition.

Since the establishment of the school, we have always placed great importance on a
warm, pure and loving educational environment. Teachers have implemented great love and
care into their teaching and management techniques. The curriculum has been integrated
with daily life to extend to education about clothing, food, housing and even transportation.
In this way, children can learn and grow confidently on a happy and healthy campus.

“Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old, he will not depart from it.”
Proverbs 22:6 are like clocks, always reminding us to remember. The mission of education is
to help and take care of our future generation.
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